This demonstrates coputational fluid dynamics' capability as a promising method for reliably predictntg the roll moment coefficient of projectiles with wrap-around fins.
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INTRODUCTION
W•rap-around fins have been used primarily for their advantages in packaging tubelaunched projectiles. The wrap-around fin conforms to the cylindrical shape of the projectile while in the launch tube, allowing more efficient use of space. Thus, greater numbers of wrap-around fin projectiles can be stored in the same space as fixed-fin projectiles designed to deliver the same payload (Dahlke 1975; Winchenbach 1986 ).
The cylindrical shape of the wrap-around fin is advantageous for packaging; but it can also be compromising to the dynamic stability of the projectile. In many configurations that wrap-around fins have been employed, it has been noted that the roll moment coefficient may change in magnitude and sign as the Mach number varies (Dahlke 1975; Winchenbach 19S6,Mermagen 1981) . During the course of flight of a wrap-around fin projectile, it is possible for its spin rate to increase or decrease more than once. In addition, the direction of spin may change. This type of behavior can produce poor flight dynamics. In order to design dynamically stable projectiles employing wrap-around fins, it is necessary to have the ability to predict the roll moment coefficient at. all flight conditions for the full trajectory. Design code niet-hodology is inadequate for this problem (Dahlke 1990) . Results from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations have shown promise. Normal force coefficients calculated using inviscid CFD computations have compared favorably with experimental data. However, roll moment coefficients calculated using inviscid CFD computations have not shown good agreement with experimental dAta (Wardlaw 1987) . This paper presents the initial results for establishing the capability of predicting the roll moment coefficient for a projectile with wrap-around fins through viscous computations with a 3-D full Navier-Stokes code.
ABOUT THE TEST CASE
The experimental data used for compariscn were obtained from references 1, 6 and 7.
The reports document a comprehensive et'oit to experimentally determine how changes in geometry affect the aerodynamic forces genereted by wrap-around fins. .. \ standard wraparound fin projectile determined ib the Technical Cooperation Program (TT'P), as seen in Figure 1 , was used as the basic configulation. A number of geometric variations to the basic configuration were made. The aerodynamic forces of each configuration were measured and documented. The configuration for the wrap-around fin projectile modeled in the computation was derived fr.,rn the standard set by the TTCF (Dahlke 1975 . Dahlke 1976 . Although the body retains tile dimensions of the standard TTCP coifiguration, the fins differ slightly. Tihe standard T'FCP configuration had fins with, syminmetric ie•idii g and trailing edge bevels. The computational model had bluit. leading and trailing edges. There is a dilfercnce of 45 degrees betwveen thle root, and tij) chord ini thle standard TITCP coilfigu ration1 while the root and tip chord are parallel in the computational model. See Figures 2 and 4 for a visual reference. Another difference to note is that the standard TTCP configuration had boundary layer trips onl thle body and the fin leading edges (Dahlke 1975 , Dahike 1976 .
The boundary layer was laminar for the body-and fins for the computational model. Figuie 3 for this configuration. Th'lese data will be discussed later.
3.CODE AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
A\ I flowfleld solutions1' were ;oMnpiited with tilte 1311L Zonal code. Th'le BIi , Zonmal code is a 3-1) full N avier-S kcs code whiich can be applied to zonial gridl topologies. TI'li( fiow field sol ut ions w,-re vi scouis flowk ca lculat~ioins. The comiputational iv modeled surlface waiv one-foun rth of I .: cliitire project ie Suirface. 'I'lle svm neintrv of tile projectile allowed t~l :r:Ii odel irg of one fill and appt)Irox ili it ely forty-five degrees of body Surface oii1 Jitliei Side of the fin. A periodic boundary condition was written to take advantage of this symn This helped to reduce the number of grid cells needed for the computation, but it restricted the angle of attack to zero degrees. The calculation of the roll moment coefficient wos the primary goal in this initial effort. For this reason, the flowfield was computed for the body and fins only, since the influence of the recirculating flow at the base on the roll moment coefficient is expected to be small. Future computations which include flow field solutions at the projectile base will hopefully verify the accuracy of this assumption. A zero gradient boundary condition was used at the trailing edges of the fins for the downstream boundary condition. A n.ion-reflecting boundary condition was applied to the outermost grid plane from the body surface. The non-reflecting boundary condition allowed the outermost grid plane to be placed relatively close to the body, which reduced the number of computational points needed for a solution. In order to obtain a viscous solution, the fin and body surfaces were modeled with a no-slip boundary condition.
A zonal approach was used to obtain a solution for the flowfield. In the zonal approach, as implemented in the BRL Zonal code, overlapped zones share at least one grid cell in a given direction with an adjacent zone. The shared grid cells have identical coordinates in both of the overlapped zones. Since the two ovcrlapped zones have the same coordinates for the shared grid cells, zonal coupling requires only the transfer of information from the field of one zone to the boundary of the other zone and vice-versa. No interpolation is required.
A multi-zone solution is obtained by performing the integration of the governing equations in all zones and then exchanging information between overlapping zones before advancing to the next iteration (Patel, Sturek and Smith 1989; Patel and Edge 1991) .
All compi'. ,tions were performed on a Cray-2 supercomputer. Some flowfield solutions were compu' .d on the TACOM Crav-2 while others were computed on the Cray-2 at B31L. As configured for this case, the BRL Zonal code required forty-five million words of memory.
GRID
The zonal approach facilitated the building of the computtional grid. The unswept wrap-around fins with blunt leading edges would have been difficult to model with a wraparound grid. The use of a wrap-around grid would have resulted in large and rapid variations of the metric terms, which could have severely degraded the quality of the solution (Patel, Sturek and Smith 19S9; Patel and Edge 1991) . The zonal approach allowed the accurate modelling of the wrap-around fin projectile's geometry while retaining a smooth continuous computational mesh. A cut-away view of the computational grid can be seet, in Figure 5 . An algebraic grid generator, developed at BRL, was used to build the computational mesh. Once the interior mesh of a zone is completed, grid points on tile boundary are added, deleted or changed to create overlaps between adjacent zones. In order for the periodic boundary condition to function pr-ierly, the planes in which data werc exchanged were spaced such that they were exactly ninety degrees apart in the circumferential direction.
RESULTS
Qualitatively, the flowfield solutions computed by the BRL Zonal code show a number of interesting features of wrap-around fin aerodynamics. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show surface pressure contours on the concave and convex sides of the wrap-around fins at different Mach numbers. These figures show the influence of shocks generated at the fin leading edge on the fin surface. In addition, the figures also show the development of a high pressure region near the leading edge of the concave side of the fin as the Mach number increases.
The differences in the surface pressure contours on the convex and concave sides of the fin are quite evident. Figure 9 is a view of the wrap-around fin from its concave side. Figure   10 is a vicw from the con;vex side. Figure 11 shows a view between the fins. Near the fin root, the shock generated by the fin is clearly asymmetric. Figure 12 shows a flowficld plane away from the body that intersects the fin at approximately fifty percent of its height. It should be noted that the plane is not at a constant radial distance from the body surface.
The shock on the concave and convex sides of the fin appear to be very similar to each other at, a distance away from the body. Near the fin leading edge at the root of thc fin, the surface pressure on the concave and convex sides of the fin appear to be very different from each other. Figure 13 shows the flowficld at various axial stations along the fin length. These contours give a good indication of the overall structure of shocks generated by a wrap-around fin projectile. The contours also show the "focusing" of the shock on the concave side of the fin. This is miost apparent near the leading edge of the fin. Generally speaking, the leading edge is the area where there is the greatest difference inJ pressure between the COTnCaVC arid convex sides of the fin. This is in agreement with the finidinrgs Imenttioncd in Iefercrnce 1. It is expected that the geometrical differences between the computational model and the TTCP standard configuration would produce differences in their roll moment coefficients.
Additional wind tunnel data are presented to show how the fin bluntness affects the roll moment coefficient. Figure 15 is a roll moment coefficient versus Mach number plot for two wrap-around fin configurations obtained under similar conditions. One configuration is the standard TTCP configuration while the second configuration is a modified TTCP configuration which has blunt fin edges. Figure 3 shows the fin geometry of this second configuration. The data are presented because the fin leading edge bluntness is the primary geometrical difierence between the TTCP standard configuration and the computational model. As can be seen in Figure 15 , the roll moment coefficient versus Mach number curve of the blunt finned cenfiguration seems to retain the same overall characteristics of the curve for the TTCP standard configuration. The differences in the two curves indicate that a blunt leading edge as opposed to a forty-five degree leading edge wrap-around fin will have a slightly higher cross-over point and, subsonically at least, have a greater roll moment coefficient.
A comparison of the different roll moment coefficients of a standard TTCP configuration obtained from various facilities shows some scatter in the data, but the overall trends stated earlier, remain intact. Figure 16 is a plot of roll moment coefficient versus Mach number for experimental data obtained using the TTCP standard configuration. As stated earlier, the McDonnell Douglas. AEDC and Langley data were obtained from wind tunnel experiments with the standard TTCP configuration. The JPL free-flight data were obtained using a scaled down version of the TTCP standard configuration. The model used at JPL did not have boundary layer trips on the fin leading edges while the models used at McDonnell Douglas, AEDC and Langley did have fin leading edge boundary layer trips (Dahlke 1975 , Dahlke 1976 ). In the Dahlke 1975 and 1976 rcpurts, the data in Figure 16 The computational technique, as outlined in this report, has shown great promise in being a reliable metbod for predicting the roll moment coefficient. However, a one-to-one comparison of computation and experiment is difficult to make. As this is an ongoing effort, further work S will be done t~o fully establish this capability. Future plans include: 1) applying the F3D code to wrap-around fin configurations (Sahu 1988) ; 2) computing turbulent viscous flowfield solutions; and 3) computing flowfield solutions for small angles of attack.
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